[The heart and aerobatics].
Aerobatics is an aerial sport which has many physiological constraints, principally cardiovascular, with a risk if not adapted of sudden mid-air incapacity which could jeopardise aviation safety, and thus justifies the selection and surveillance of pilots. The aeronautical constraints during flight are multiple, related to the environment traversed, how the aircraft functions and its movements. Those which cause accelerations (+G in particular) pose the problem of haemodynamic tolerance because they can induce loss of consciousness due to cerebral hypoxia. Tolerance of acceleration varies among individuals; it can be improved with training, certain protective manoeuvres, and is reduced by hypoxia, certain medications, dehydration and heat. Moreover, in aerobatics certain tricks require manoeuvres which reduce this tolerance to +G accelerations. This is the "push-pull" effect (_G acceleration immediately followed by +G acceleration). This leads to a risk of sudden loss of consciousness with a load factor much lower than that which the pilot knows he is capable of tolerating. Besides the haemodynamic effects, the existence of an actual acceleration cardiomyopathy has been suggested but has not been proven in man. Finally, while changes in cardiac rhythm during accelerations are usual and relate to changes in vaso-sympathetic balance, ventricular and supra-ventricular rhythm disturbances are rare and are related to the intensity and duration of the acceleration.